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part i

Core concepts in philosophy and mental
health

2 Philosophical problems in mental health practice
and research
Introductions to philosophy

Textbooks of psychiatry

The philosophy of psychiatry

Introductions and historical context

Early ‘new wave’ publications

Journals and book series

Web-based resources

The philosophy of psychiatry

Philosophy

Psychology and medicine 

Concepts of disorder: (1) The debate about mental illness

Models of disorder, patient-centred practice and 
multi-disciplinary teams

3 Experiences good and bad: an introduction 
to psychopathology, classification, 
and diagnosis for philosophers
Concepts of Disorder: (2) firsthand and other narrative
accounts

Spirituality and mental health

Discursive approaches

Psychiatric symptoms

General introductions

Psychosis and delusion

Psychiatric classifications of mental disorder

4 Philosophical Methods in Mental Health Practice
and Research
Concepts of Disorder: (3) Austin and other 
analytic methods

Austin and the concept of mental disorder

Illness, disease, and disorder

Combining philosophical and empirical methods

Continental Philosophy

Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology

Existentialism

Hermeneutics

Continental and Analytic Philosophy: bridging the 
divide in the philosophy of psychiatry

5 Arguments good and bad: an introduction to
philosophical logic for practitioners
Introductions to logic

Formal logic

Philosophy of logic

Truth

Logical puzzles

6 Philosophical outputs in mental health 
practice and research
Concepts of disorder: (4) Values and philosophical 
value theory

The experience of illness: sociological studies

Values, agency, and illness
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part ii

A philosophical history of
psychopathology

7 A brief history of mental disorder 
The history of psychiatry and psychopathology

History of the concept of mental disorder

Eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

Other periods

8 Karl Jaspers and General Psychopathology
Karl Jaspers

Jaspers: secondary publications

Phenomenology and psychopathology today

9 Phenomenology and psychopathology
Husserl

The Husserl-Jaspers’ question

Heidegger

The Heideggerian tradition in psychiatry

10 Psychopathology and the ‘Methodenstreit’
The Methodenstreit

Dilthy

Weber

Weber and Husserl

Neo-Kantianism

The modern Methodenstreit

The modern Methodenstreit and psychopathology

part iii

Philosophy of science and mental health

11 Psychoanalysis: an introduction to the
philosophy of science
Introductions to philosophy of science and applied work on
psychiatry

Introduction to Freud and the philosophy of psychoanalysis

Responses to particular interpretations of Freud

12 Psychopathology and the theory 
dependence of data
Logical Empiricism and the Vienna Circle

The theory dependence of observation

Perception and concepts

13 Natural classifications, realism, and psychiatric
science
The absolute conception

Realism in the philosophy of science

Natural kinds

Psychiatric classification and diagnosis

14 Diagnosis, explanation, and tacit knowledge
Tacit knowledge

Interdisciplinary work on psychiatric diagnosis

15 Causes, laws, and reasons in psychiatric
aetiology
Hume’s philosophy of causation

More recent philosophy of causation

The social sciences

16 Knowledge, research, and evidence-based
medicine
Hume and the problem of induction

Philosophy of science response to the problem of induction

Epistemology

part iv

Values, ethics, and mental health

17 Tools of the trade: an introduction to 
psychiatric ethics
Ethics teaching and ethics training

Resources for teaching psychiatric ethics

Case books

Involuntary psychiatric treatment, autonomy and consent

Confidentiality

18 From bioethics to values-based practice
Ethics and bioethics

Principles

Casuistry

Perspectives

Professional ethics and the role of codes

Psychiatric ethics

Values-based practice: (1) The theory

19 It’s the law! Rationality and consent as a 
case study in values and mental health law
Introduction to medical law

Rationality, responsibility and mental illness as an 
excuse in law

Rationality, responsibility and psychopathology

Mental illness as a legal excuse

Court-ordered Caesarian sections

Psychiatric euthanasia

20 Values in psychiatric diagnosis
Delusion and spiritual experience

xxii
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Abuses of psychiatric diagnostic concepts

Values in diagnosis: (1) The ethics literature

21 From bioethics to values-based practice in
psychiatric diagnosis
Values in diagnosis: (2) The philosophy literature

Values-based practice: (2) Resources

Policy

Training

Research

Web-based resources

part v

Philosophy of mind and mental health

22 Mind, brain, and mental illness: an introduction
to the philosophy of mind 
Introductions to the philosophy of mind

Collections of essays on philosophy of mind

Cross-disciplinary and applied work

The history of philosophy of mind

23 The mind-body problem and mental health,
a philosophical update
Davidson’s Anomalous Monalism

Identity theories

Supervenience

Applied work

24 Reasons and the content of mental states:
1. reductionist theories
Representationalism

Clinical and interdisciplinary work

25 Reasons and the content of mental states: 
2. Antireductionism and discursive
psychology
Wittgenstein on rules

Dennett and Davidson

26 Agency, causation, and freedom
Non-causal theories of action

Causal theories of action

Freedom and determinism

Applied work

27 Knowledge of other minds
Theory-theory versus simulation theory

Direct access

Empirical work

28 Personal identity and schizophrenia
Locke on personal identity

Schreber’s memoir

Applied work on identity
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